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The Digital Marketing 
Staff Churn Problem

Five steps to stop the churn 
and become a market leader

By Dave Sykes



--- Creativity 
--- Intellectual Property 
--- Technical Knowledge

A Digital Marketing company’s key assets are its people, so when you get high levels of churn,
or employee dissatisfaction, it seriously affects the bottom line.

By 2024, the UK revenue from Social Media Ads alone is expected to have increased from
current levels of 5.70 billion US dollars to 7.90 billion.

As the industry grows the problem of staff churn is becoming more acute, and more costly in terms 
of time and money: getting a new recruit up to speed takes on average 28 weeks.

The Number One Challenge Facing Digital Marketing Agencies
According to Monster, in the UK the average staff churn rate across all sectors is around 15%. 

However, the staff churn rate in the Digital Marketing industry is double that at around 30%. 

This is deeply affecting the growth of many Digital Marketing Agencies, and it is often the poor 
Human Resources professional that’s given the unfavourable task of steadying the ship!

The True Cost of Staff Churn in The Digital Marketing World
As reported by Glassdoor, the average cost per hire in the UK is £3,000.  When broken down, if a 
Digital Marketing Agency with 50 employees loses 15 people in a year (30% of workforce), this 
equates to an annual cost to the Company of £45,000.

This cost alone damages a company’s prospect of growth, but it gets worse.

When we analyse the full recruitment and replacement cycle, this projection is most likely a gross 
underestimate.  Research from the Oxford Economics found that the cost of replacing a top 
employee is closer to an average of £30,000 because of the loss in productivity.

For every employee that leaves a company, an organisation will waste time and money on:

--- Exit interviews and analysis
--- Reporting on the reasons for leaving
--- Exit communications
--- Job advertisements
--- Recruitment fees
--- Interviewing
--- Rejection and offer communications
--- Onboarding
--- Training
--- Loss of sales

So, based on Digital Marketing industry 
statistics, the true potential cost of staff
churn for a Digital Marketing company with
50 employees could be an eye watering 
£450,000!

Now that’s got to have grabbed your attention!
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Five Steps to Stop The Churn

To improve staff retention and slow down employee churn it’s essential to build what we call a ‘Talent 
Magnetiser’ - an employee value proposition (EVP) that helps you stand out in a crowded or selective 
candidate marketplace and retain a loyal team.

It’s a unique set of benefits an employee receives when working for an organisation. It may include 
something very specific that attracts employees, such as Nike (see below), but most importantly, it is an 
accumulation of all the things your company does to enhance the relational dance between the 
company and your employees.

A Talent Magnetiser is a proposition that is unique, attractive and that makes candidates think
“I would love to work for you!” and existing staff think “there’s nowhere else I’d rather be!”

Companies that create this buzz are 20 percent more likely to outperform their competitors and 4.5x 
more likely to retain their best employees.
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Attracting the World’s Most Talented Individuals

A great example of a company with a fantastic Employee Value Proposition (what we call a 
Talent Magnetiser) is the health and fitness retailer, Nike. A large corporation like Nike needs to 
attract quality candidates.

At its heart, it wants to attract individuals that are aligned with its purpose and are passionate 
about health and fitness.

Nike offers a range of unique benefits to 
attract talent, and a key component in 
Nike’s Employee Value Proposition is its 
world-renowned Nike Explore Team 
Sport Research Lab.

By attracting and retaining the most 
talented individuals to their company, 
Nike’s EVP has contributed to cementing 
their place as the market leader in the 
health and fitness industry. 
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There are five key elements to an attractive Talent Magnetiser:

1.   Understand Your Purpose and Values 

Your Purpose
What do you stand for as an organisation? Why are you in business and where are you heading? 

Digital Marketing agencies often begin with dreams and aspirations which initially drive the business 
forward, but as the company evolves, often they remain internalised by the founders.  As a result, 
company growth hits a glass ceiling as the employees within the organisation don’t share a common 
goal or purpose.

Contrary to popular belief, studies show that income is not the main reason most individuals move to 
another  organisation.

As Dan Pink, author of the best-selling book ‘Drive’ explains, “As long as you are paying people enough, 
this takes the money issue off the table.  There are then three factors which lead to job satisfaction and 
performance.  Purpose, autonomy, and mastery.”

Your Values
Having a core set of values is essential because it provides a guide for how everyone operates within 
the company.

Do you advertise your values when recruiting?

This is an important question because regardless of the skills and experience a candidate has, if at a 
base level they do not possess the core values of the organisation, then the candidate should not be 
considered.  It has often been said, you can upskill someone, but you cannot upvalue them.

You may already have a core set of values in place, but ask yourself some of these key questions:

--- Are they still consistent with our values of today?
--- Are the team aware of our values?
--- What are we doing to actively live by our values every day?
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2. Make sure the fundamentals of staff retention are in place 

Benefits and Engagement
SMEs significantly lag being large corporates in respect of the Employee Benefits they provide. Often, 
this is because there is a perception that Employee Benefits are expensive - but they don’t have to be.

There are many Employee Benefits that organisations can put in place in a tailored and cost- effective 
way: employees value and understand when their company is trying to provide for them within their 
budget and capabilities.

Working Environment
Creating a working environment that is consistent with your brand and which suits your employees is 
crucially important.  According to Talent Works International, when your people are comfortable in 
their working environment, they are more likely to be 33% happier and more productive.

When assessing your working environment, you can consider the following:

--- What feel are we trying to achieve?
--- Is the office space inspirational?
--- Is it calm, is it dynamic?
--- Can we create different zones for different purposes?
--- What does the team want from a working environment?

Employee Compensation 
Although often not a driving factor, it is important to establish that you are paying enough by 
undertaking a basic benchmarking process.  

If you are paying too little versus your competitors, analyse the cost of paying fairly versus the current 
costs of employee churn.  If you feel you cannot pay as much as some of your competitors, think 
creatively about how you can reward your employees in other ways.  

A good approach is to look closely at how your Benefits and Compensation interact.  

For example, there are numerous cost effective benefits that can be offered in a tax effective way that 
may offset a lower salary. 
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3. Career Roadmap

One of the challenges in the Digital Marketing world is that roles are often perceived to be 
pre-consigned, leaving individuals feeling that they need to move on to fulfil their potential.  

Creating a clear career roadmap for your employees will help them understand the opportunities ahead 
and form a key tool in retaining and engaging top talent.  

Look at how this could be communicated, but importantly, manage your employee’s expectations.  Do 
not give them false hopes of progressing if a position is unlikely to come to fruition.

4. Nurture an environment of Personal Growth

Technology companies such as Google and Apple have been at the forefront in changing the mindset of 
staff towards training and development programmes.  

They recognise the thirst that younger employees have in wanting to develop themselves in all aspects 
of their life, not just that associated with their position.   

They also understand the commercial benefits of supporting that desire. 

Employees who look to improve their life skills such as resilience, financial well-being and physical and 
mental health are proven to be valuable members of society.  The behaviours they learn help them to 
perform with focus, manage pressure more effectively and enhance the way they communicate with 
their family, colleagues, and the wider community.  

This development often leads to improved collaboration and productivity.  

Life Hack found, 90% of those who hold top positions in organisations have a high level of emotional 
intelligence.
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5. Build a Happi Team!

Collaboration with our fellow humans has given us the tools to survive for thousands of years.

Our ability to communicate and build communities is believed to be the main reason we were able to 
survive longer than our Neanderthal cousins, who scientists believe may have been stronger, and no less 
intelligent than humans but remained ‘hunter-gatherers’ whilst humans built communities and settled. 

The closer the bonds between your team members, and with your company, the more likely talented 
employees are to remain in your organisation.  Digital Marketing employees love to feel part of 
something larger, so work together to think creatively about all the potential opportunities there are in 
your organisation to foster strong and long-lasting bonds.   

They don’t have to be complicated ideas!  One of our clients designed a ‘Leave work early game’. Every 
Thursday afternoon, the team would participate in weird and wacky games and the winner would get to 
leave the office an hour early or would have the opportunity to nominate someone to leave work early.  
The gifted hour from the organisation was nowhere near as valuable as the opportunity which this 
simple idea to help bond the team created.

Are you Ready to Become a Leading Digital Marketing Agency?

With a Talent Magnetiser - a sustainable and compelling Employee Value Proposition - you will have a 
structured way to attract top talent, retain a loyal team and move your company quickly towards 
becoming one of the UK’s leading Digital Marketing Agencies.

As a result you’ll find recruitment is easier, the talent pool is better quality and staff retention improves, 
putting you on the path to becoming a leading force in your chosen field.

Happi Team are experts in delivering compelling EVPs for Digital Marketing companies.

Need help creating a happy team?  Read on!
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About Dave Sykes

Dave Sykes has spent almost twenty years leading teams in the 
recruitment, sales and employee benefits and engagement sectors.  

He was previously director of CB Benefits, a leading employee and 
engagement company that helped design and run Employee Benefits 
and Engagement packages for companies such as Hannover RE, Opodo 
and Essence Global.  

Dave uses his knowledge of employee engagement and team-building to help 
companies fulfil their often untapped potential by helping them to gain clarity of their vision as a team.  
As he explains:

“SMEs have amazing competitive advantages over their larger corporates.  When they bring their 
employees together working towards a common goal with a defined strategy, success is almost 
guaranteed.”  

            Connect with Dave on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/davesykesbenefits 

Reduce staff churn and attract top talent with our 
Talent Magnetiser Test / Check / Evaluation

From just £995, we will stress test your current talent retention and attraction 
strategies against the five elements of an effective Talent Magnetiser.  

We’ll then provide you with a clear and tailored roadmap showing you how to build 
a compelling employee value proposition (EVP) that will cut the cost of staff churn 
and position you as a leading Digital Marketing Agency.

To start your journey towards becoming one of the UK’s leading Digital Marketing 
agencies, contact Dave Sykes at Happi Team today. 

07849 522643
Dave@HappiTeam.co.uk 

www.HappiTeam.co.uk to find out more.

“Dave’s company supercharged Opodo’s UK Benefits whilst I was Head of Human Resources at 
Opodo.  He and his team were always receptive, professional, and Dave delivered regular benefit 
presentations to engage the leaders at Opodo, which I know were greatly received. His team worked 
closely with the Opodo HR team to ensure regular review and competitive benchmark of the 
company’s UK Benefits.

Dave has an ability to form close bonds with people. He is friendly, knowledgeable in his field and I 
wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Dave to others.”  

      Ana Mitrasevic - VP Human Resources (Expedia) 

“I worked with Dave and his team closely for many years. I found Dave to be fantastic at what he does. 
He builds strong relationships and nurtures these. He provided presentations and guidance to all levels 
of the business, nothing is too much trouble for Dave and his team. They are an excellent partner to 
work with.”               Erin Stewert - VP Human Resources (Essence Global)
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